
New Product Alert
Industrial Boot Cleaners - keeping the great outdoors... out

Keeping inside workspaces clean can be an uphill battle. No matter how many times you bash your
boots together dirt, industrial dust and other foreign objects can still be remain lodged in the tread and
on the outside of your shoes.

Footwear hygiene plays an important role in the food industry, however can be overlooked elsewhere.
Germs and pathogens aside, some work places can get pretty dirty which is not only unsightly but can
become a health and safety hazard.

Take for instance the food industry. The risk of bacterial contamination in a food processing plant can
not only cause food poisoning to its customers but could also result in a costly recall.

Farms can be affected by soil-borne pests and weed seeds that can
affect crops. Infected plant material, manure and soil can also carry
diseases directly from one farm to the next.

Even native plants in our National parks are destroyed by
microscopic fungal-like organisms that are spread from infected soil
carried on shoes.

Boot cleaners are designed to effectively clean the sole, tread and
sides of your boots before entering areas where clean footwear is
important to reduce risk of contamination or simply to keep inside
areas clean.

Installing a boot cleaning station can encourage and, in some cases,
enforce workers and visitors to undertake better footwear hygiene
and cleaning practices.

Our range includes a hardwearing boot cleaning brush and grate that is perfect for the entrance of any
site office or industrial workplace. The metal grate is designed to scrape off hard stuck on debris
whilst the 3 brushes with course bristles give an all-round scrubbing of your boots.

For those requiring a more thorough clean, the 3 in 1 boot cleaners includes a hand-held water spray
with optional lower spray jets. Or you can take it one step further with a sensor activated boot cleaning
station which features rotating brushes and automatic mixing of soap and water that is fed through to
pressured spray bars for an automatic boot clean, ideal for the food industry.

Whether it is to prevent food contamination, the spread of disease to people, fauna or flora, or simply
to keep your workspace clean, boot cleaning stations are the perfect solution.
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